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Abstract
AIM: To investigate the dynamics of hepatitis C virus
(HCV) variability through putative envelope genes
during primary infection and the mechanism of viral
genetic evolution in infected hosts.

METHODS: Serial serum samples prospectively collected
for 12 to 34 months from a cohort of acutely HCV-
infected individuals were obtained, and a 1-kb fragment
spanning E1 and the 5’ half of E2, including Thirty-three
cloned cDNAs representing each specimen were
assessed by a method that combined a single-stranded
conformational polymorphism (SSCP) and heteroduplex
analysis (HDA) method to determine the number of
clonotypes hypervariable region, was amplified by
reverse transcriptase PCR and cloned. Nonsynonymous
mutations per nonsynonymous site (dn), synonymous
mutations per synonymous site (ds), dn/ds ratio and
genetic distances within each sample were evaluated
for intrahost evolutionary analysis.

RESULTS: Quasispecies complexity and sequence
diversity were lower in early samples and a further
increase after seroconversion, although ds value in the
envelope genes was higher than dn value during
primary infection. The trend, pronounced in most of
samples, toward lower ds values in the E1 than in the
5’ portion of E2. Quasispecies complexity was higher
and E2 dn/ds ratio was a trend toward higher value in
later samples during persistent viremia. We also found
individual features of HCV genetic evolution in different
subjects who were infected with different HCV
genotypes.

CONCLUSION: Mutations of actively replicating virus
arise stochastically with certain functional constaints.
A complexity quasispecies exerted by a combination of
either neutral evolution or selective forces shows clear
differences in individuals, and associated with HCV
persistence.
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INTRODUCTION
Hepatits C virus (HCV) is an important cause of morbidity
and mortality worldwide [1,2]. Infection with HCV becomes
chronic in >80 % of the cases and is a major cause of liver
cirrhosis [3] and hepatocellular carcinoma [4]. In fact, HCV-
related end-stage liver disease is now the leading reason for
liver transplantation. HCV has also been linked to extrahepatic
diseases, such as cryoglobulinemia and glomerulonephritis [5].
      One of the important characteristics of HCV is that its
genome exhibits significant genetic heterogeneity as a result
of the accumulation of mutations during viral replication. This
high mutation rate, which is characteristic of RNA viruses,
can be attributed to an error-prone RNA-dependent RNA
polymerase that lacks proofreading activity [6]. Several different
genotypes have been described [7]. Analogous to other RNA
viruses, HCV circulates in an infected individual as a
population of closely related, yet heterogeneous, sequences:
the quasispecies [7-11]. The distribution of mutations has been
reported to be uneven but the basis of this variability is
unexplained [12]. A hot-spot for mutation is described within
the genome encoding a portion of E2 termed the hypervariable
region (HVR), which encodes neutralizing epitopes [13,14]. It is
postulated that genetic variation, translated into protein
variability results in the production of HCV quasispecies.
Interaction between host and virus selects those quasispecies
better adapted to survival.
      To date, the vast majority of studies describing HCV
quasispecies evolution in humans have focused on the HVR1
of the HCV genome. In contrast, there have been very few
longitudinal analyses of multiple HCV genes or entire structural
genes in infected humans. Previous studies tracking multiple
HCV genomic regions over time have been restricted to
variations in few clones from infected individuals, and
correlation with viral persistence [32]. We recently developed a
method combining heteroduplex analysis (HAD) and single-
stranded conformational polymorphism (SSCP ) analysis
(referred to herein as the HDA+SSCP method) that could assess
genetic complexity with high sensitivity (ability to discriminate
between distinct sequences) and specificity (chance that clones
detected as distinct truly represent distinct sequences ) and
that could provide accurate estimates of genetic diversity in a
previous investigation by sampling a sufficiently large number
of cloned cDNAs [15]. In the prospective study we investigated
the genomic complexity of HCV by HDA SSCP method of
structural gene sequences in serial serum from HCV-infected
individuals, In order to detect evidence of selection of HCV
mutation by the host, we compared the frequency of mutations
resulting in amino acid substitutions (nonsynonymous) with
those that are “silent” at the protein level (synonymous).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
As a part of a prospective study of acute HCV infection, serial
serum samples were obtained from individuals in the ALIVE
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cohort of injection drug abusers (IDUs) in Chongqing. These
samples were tested for antibodies to HCV by using the second-
generation HCV enzyme immunoassay. Individuals were
identified as seroconverters when a sample tested positive
following at least one negative result. For all HCV
seroconverters, The presence of HCV RNA was evaluated in
sera collected 6 months before seroconversion, at
seroconversion, and during subsequent semiannual visits
(median of 7). HCV RNA were detected by a quantitative
reverse transcriptase PCR (RT-PCR) assay (AMPLICOR HCV
MONITER; Roche Diagnostic Systems, Branchburg. N. J.),
the liner range of which was determined to be 500 to 500 000
copies per ml of serum by our and other laboratories [16,17].
Liver tests, including Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels
in serum, performed at the first clinical examination and
repeated during follow-up. Hepatitis B surface antigen, anti-
HBc, anti-HBe and anti-HIV Ig M were negative in all subjects.
The genome subtype was determined as described previously
[18]. Clinical and virological backgrounds of the subjects studied
are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1  Molecular, biochemical, and serological characteriza-
tion of the nine HCV primary infections

Subject         Sample     Age(yr)/    Duration of            Log10[HCV     ALT level           Result of

                                        Sex             infection (month)         RNA]a               (IU/ml)b         ELISAc

A                            28/F

                  A1                             0                     7.12         116          Neg

                  A2                             8                     6.90           69           Pos

                  A3                        12                     6.58           92           Pos

B                            30/M

                  B1                              0                     7.27         110         Neg

                  B2                              6                     6.50           35          Pos

                  B3                        29                     5.70           37          Pos

C                            33/M

                  C1                              0                     6.41          41          Pos

                  C2                            24                     5.25          23          Pos

                  C3                        34                     5.14           10          Pos

a Number of HCV RNA molecules per ml plasma. Time zero is
the time where the first sample was available; other time are
times after time zero.b Normal value, < 40 IU/ml.c ELISA: neg,
negative; pos, posative.

METHODS
Envelope region amplification  HCV RNA characterization
was based on examination of 33 cloned cDNAs spanning the
1 025-nucleotide (nt) region thought to encode envelope protein
E1 and a segment of E2, including HVR1. Total RNA was
extracted from 100 µl serum by using 500µl Trizol LS Reagent
(Life Technologics, Gaithersburg, Md.) at room temperature,
followed by chloroform extraction and isopropanol
precipitation in the presence of 20 µg glycogen (Boechringer
Mannheim, Indianapolis, Ind.). The RNA pellet was washed
with 75 % (vol/vol) ethanol and then air dried briefly and
redissolved in 50µl diethyl pyrocarbonate-treated water with
10 mM dithiothreitol (Promega, Madison, wis.) and 5 U of
RNasin ribonuclease inhibitor (Promega). After incubation at
65  for 5 min, 5µl purified RNA was used to generate cDNA
in a 20-µl reaction mixture at 37  for 1 h with 20 U of

Moloney murine leukemia virus RT (Promega) and first-
round PCR reverse primer. The entire 20-µl cDNA synthesis
reaction mixture was used for the first-round PCR in a 25-
µl reaction mixture containing 0.75 U Expand HF
polymerase mixture (Boechringer Mannheim, Indianapolis,
Ind . ) ,  1 .5  mM MgCl 2,  0 .2  mM concen t rat ion o f
deoxynucleoside triphosphates, and 500 µM concentrations
of primers. The primers were outer forward (837 to 862; 5’-
GCAACAGGGAAYYTDCCCGGTTGCTC-3’), outer reverse
 (2020 to 1998; 5’-TTCATCCASGTRCAVCCRAACCA-3’),
inner forward (846 to 874; 5’-AAYYTRCCCGGTTGCTCYT
TYTCTA-3’), and inner reverse (1882 to 1857; 5’-GTGAAR
CARTACACYGGRCCRCANAC-3’). Degenerate bases are
indicated with standard codes of the international union of Pure
and applied chemistry. Nucleotide positions are numbered
according to the HCV-J6 sequence. One microliter of the first-
round reaction mixture was added to the second-round PCR,
which had the same reagents as in the first round except for
primers. Thermal-cycling conditions for the inner and outer
reactions were denaturation for 120 s at 94 , followed by 35
cycles of 45 s at 94 , 45 s at 60 , and 120 s at 72 
(during the last 25 cycles, the elongation time was increased
by 20 s per cycle).
Cloning of cDNA and complexity analysis of 33 cloned
cDNAs by gel shift  The 1-kb HCV cDNA product was ligated
into vector pT-adv and used to transform Escherichia coli TOP
10F’ competent cells (TA Cloning kit; CLONTECH
Laboratories, Inc.). Transformants were detected per
manufacturer’s protocol, and cloning efficiency was >90 %.
      Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (8 %) was carried out
with the addition of 15 % (W/V) urea to increase the resolution.
For each subject, the gel shift patterns of 33 cloned cDNAs
were examined by amplifying a 573-bp region spanning HVR1
and by using a nonradioactive method that detects distinct
variants within a sample by using a combination of
heteroduplex analysis (HDA) and single-stranded
conformational polymorphism (SSCP) on a single gel
(HDA+SSCP) [15]. Sequences obtained from the serial passage
were analyzed by using a divergent variant from the acute-
phase sample from each subject. A clonotype is defined as
two or more cloned cDNAs that have indistinguishable patterns
of electrophoretic migration by HAD+SSCP. The complexity
of the quasispecies was characterized by the clonotype ratio,
calculated as the number of clonotypes divided by 33, the
number of cloned cDNas examined. The clonotype ratio
therefore varies from 0.03 (homogenous) to 1 (highly
complex).
Nucleotide sequencing  To examine each subject’s quasispeces
for signature sequences (motifs uniquely shared by a group of
sequences) and for evolutions in the sensitivity of the
HDA+SSCP method, a subset of cloned cDNAs was identified.
For each subject, at least two cloned cDNAs were selected for
sequencing based on gel shift patterns: one from the majority
clonotype, another from each clonotype consisting of more
than 10 % of the 33 cloned cDNAs examined, and the cloned
cDNA with the largest heteroduplex gel shift. Sequences were
positively determined from the M13 reverse primer and
negatively from T7 promoter binding sites of plasimid clones
by using a PRISM 377 DNA Sequencer (version 3.3; Applied
Biosystems, Inc., Foster City, Calif.). Sequences were
assembled by using the ESEE3s program, and primer
sequences were removed.
Phylogenetic analysis DNA distance matrices were calculated
by using the DNADIST program, maximum-likelihood, with
a transition-to-transversion ratio of 4.25 [19], and phylogenetic
trees were generated by the Neighbor-joining program with
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random addition. Subtype reference sequences used for
phylogenetic analysis had the following accession numbers:
1a, M62321; 1b, D10934; 2a, D00944; 2b, D10988; 3a,
D17763; 4a, Y11604; 5a, Y13184; 6a, Y12083.
      The proportion of nonsynonymous substitutions per
potential nonsynonymous site (dn) and synonymous
substitutions per potential synonymous site (ds) were calculated
by the method of Nei and Gojobori [20].
Statistical analysis  Quantitative values were compared by
using the Student’s t test, the Kruskal Wallis test or the analysis
of the variance when necessary. P values lower than 0.05 were
considered significant. All statistical calculations were
performed using the SPSS for Windows, version 8.0 software
package.

RESULTS
Clonotypes detected by HDA+SSCP method
For each subject, use of a common cDNA clone to drive the
HDA+SSCP gels permitted comparison of clonotypes among
specimens. Among 99 cloned cDNAs from acute-Cphrase
specimens, 16 distinct patterns (clonotypes) were identified,
in which five clonotypes were observed in two subjects each,
and six clonotypes detected in subject C. However, acute and
chronic samples from three individuals each shared no
clonotype.
      The quqsispecies complexity was examined by assessing
33 cDNA clones from each specimen using the clonotype ratio.
E2/HVR1 clonotype ratio values obtained for the samples from
three individuals at each time point, ranging from 0.15 to 0.63,
was plotted in Table 2. No trends were observed as clonotype
ratio values changed with the changes in circulating viral load,
serum ALT level (Figure 1).

Figure 1  Changes in HCV viral load, ALT level, and HCV-E2
sequence clonotype ratio at serial samples from six individu-
als with HCV infection.

Initial sequence analysis
Using HDA+SSCP to select representative cloned cDNAs, 18
distinct cloned cDNAs were identified for sequencing. All such
sequences were 1 022 bp, except for the sequences of single
variants from subject F, which had a 1-bp delectation. To
determine the genetic identity of cDNA clones of the same
clonotype, two representative sequences representing the
majority clonotype were compared for each specimen. There
were eighteen differences among 14 pairs of 573-bp sequences
(99.7 %). The ten sporadic substitutions were probably
artifactual, occurring at a frequency of 4.1×10-5 sporadic
substitutions per site per PCR cycle, similar the error rate of
Taq during amplification of homogeneous sequences [21]. For
each majority clonotype, one of the two sequences was free of
sporadic substitutions and was used in all subsequent analyses
to represent that clonotype. In addition, no two cloned cDNAs

identified as being distinct by HDA+SSCP analysis had
identical sequences. Therefore, the HDA+SSCP method is both
highly sensitive and specific in detecting differences among
cDNA clones, as previously reported.
      Phyogenetic analysis revealed that two subjects’ sequence
(A and B) clustered with 3b, while those of another (C)
clustered with subtype 1b (Figure 3).

Quasispecies complexity and the outcome of acute infection
In each pair of samples from the same individual, the
complexity of the quasispecies assessed using the clonotype
ratio increased with time from seroconversion, both during
the acute phase and also during the chronic phase (Figure 1).
Quasispecies complexity correlated with estimated duration
of HCV infection (r = 0.931, P < 0.01).

Table 2  Characteristics of samples and results of SSCP/HDA*

Sample  Genotype  Clonotype distribution**          No.of             Clonotype

                                                                                clonotypes   ratio

A1                3b         27,3,1,1,1                                          5                 0.15

A2                             15,7,5,2,1,1,1,1                                 8                 0.24

A3                     12,8,4,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1          11               0.33

B1        3b       21,7,2,1,1                                           5                0.15

B2                             19,7,2,2,1,1,1                                     7                0.21

B3                          10,4,4,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1          17               0.52

C1                1b        17,11,2,1,1,1                                      6                 0.18

C2                             8,4,4,2,2,1,1,1,1,1                             10               0.30

C3                       7,4,2,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1.1.1.1.1.1.1.1   21              0.63

*Clonotype, a group of electrophoretically indistinguishable
cloned cDNAs; clonotype ratio, the number of clonotypes di-
vided by 33, the number of clones examined;**Each number
represents a clonotype; the value indicates the number of cloned
cDNAs assigned to that clonotype by the SSCP/HDA method

Figure 2  Unrooted tree showing the diversity of 372-nt E2/
HVR1 sequences cloned from IDUs with HCV subtype 3b (A,
B) and 1b (C). Identifiers correspond to those in Table 1, fol-
lowed by the timing of the specimen (as defined in Materials
and Methods). Representative sequences obtained from the
GenBank database are shown in bold type. The number and
line at the bottom denote the proportion of nucleotides substi-
tuted for a given horizontal branch length. The dendrogram
was producted using Neighor-joining program in the PHYLIP
suite of programs.
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A group:
171

GCSFSIFLLALFSCLTCPASGLEHRNASGLYILTNDCSNGSIVYEADEVILHLPGCVPCTATGNQTSCWTPVSPTVAVRHPGATTASIRNHVDMLVG
    --------------------------T------------------------------H---------------------------------------
    --------------------------T------------K-------D----S------------------------------------G-------
    ---------------------------------------K-------D----S------------------------------------G-------
    -----------------------Y--T----V----------------------------V------------------Y-------------V---
    -----------------------Y--T----V----------------------------V------------------Y-------------V---

    AATLCCALYIGDLCGAVFLVGQAFTFRPRRHTTVQTCNCSIYPGHISGHRMAWDMMMNWSPAIGLLISHLMRLPQTFFDLVIGAHWGVMAGLAYFSM
    -----S-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    -----S---V---------------------A------------------------------V-----R-----------IT---------------
    -----S---V---------------------A-------------------------------------------------T---------------
    -----S---V----------------------------------Q------------------------------------L---------------
    -----S---V----------------------------------Q------------------------------------L---------------

                  E1  384 E2
    QGNWAKVCIVLIMFSGVDAGTHTTGGAAAYSTSGLASLFTQGPKQNLHLVNSNGSWHINSTALSCNDSLNTGFIAGLIYHHKFNSTGCPARMSSCKP
    -------------------S---------------V-------------------------------------------------------------
    -------G-----------S-Y-S--S--RTA--FV---SP--Q-------------------N-------------F-Y--------S----K---
    -------G-----------N-Y----S--R----FV---SP--Q-------------------N-------------F-Y--------S----KY--
    -------G-----------T-Y-SDA---RTAK-IT----S--Q-------------------N----I--------F-Y-----------------
    -------G-----------T-Y-N-A---RTAK-IT----S--Q-------------------N----I--------F-Y-----------------
                                HVR1

                                                   511
    ITAFKQGWGSLKDVNISGPSEDRPYCWHYPPRPCDTVQALKVCGPVYCF (A1.1)
    ------------------------------------------------- (A1.2)
    ----E------T---M--S---------------R-IE-PT-------- (A2.1)
    ----E------T---M--S---------------R-IE-PT----M--- (A2.2)
    -----------T--------------------S-S--N-SE-------- (A3.1)
    -----------T--------------------S-S--N-SE-------- (A3.2)

B group.
171

GCSFSIFLLALFSCLTCPASGLEYRNTSGLYILTNDCSNKSIVYEADDVILHSPGCVPCTATGNQTSCWTPVSPTVAVRYPGATTASIRGHVDMLVG
----------------------------------------------------------------K----------------------------V---
----------------------------------------------------------------Q--------------------------------
----------------------------------------------------------------Q----------------------------M---
---------------------------------------G------------------------Q--------------H-------------M---
----------------------------------------------------------------Q----------------------------M---

AATLCSALYVGDLCGAVFLVGQAFTFRPRRHATVQTCNCSIYPGHISGHRMAWDMMMNWSPAVGLLVSHLMRLPQTFFDLVTGAHWGVMAGLAYFSM
------------------------------------------------------------------I------------------------------
---------V----------------------------------------------I---------I------------------------------
---------I---------------------T------------------------------I----------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------I---I--------------V---------------
--------------------------------------------------------------I---I--------------V---------------

              ©÷ E1 384  E2
QGNWAKVGIVLIMFSGVDAGTYTTGGSAARSASGLVGLFSSGPQQNLHLVNSNGSWHINSTALNCNDSLNTGFIAGLFYYHKFNSTGCPDRMSRCKP
---R---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------T---HT-TF-R---P--S---Q---------------S-------------I----------SA---S-R-
--------------------------T---HT-TF-----P--S---Q---------------S-------------I----L-----SA---S---
--------------T----T---S--NMG-A---ITN--T---R---Q---T----------------I--------I-----------A---S---
-------------------T---S--NVG-G---ITN--T---R---Q---T----------------I--------I-----------A---S---
                                HVR1

                                               511
ITAFEQGWGSLTDVNVSGSSEDRPYCWHYPPRPCETVKAPTVCGPVYCF (B1.1)
------------------------------------------------- (B1.2)
----K------K---I--P---------------N--Q----------- (B2.1)
----K------K---I--P---------------N-------------- (B2.2)
--D------------I------------------N--Q-L--------- (B3.1)
--D-------------------------------N----L--------- (B3.2)
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Detailed analysis of sequences from serial passages
Figure 3 shows the amindo acid alignment of the sequences
derived from the cloned E2/HVR1 and the flanking
E1subfragment obtained from the three individuals and
highlights the nonsynonymous changes. A phylogenetic study
of these sequences (Figure 2) revealed that sequences from
two individuals (A and B) tended to cluster tightly, segregated
away from clusters of sequences from the individual C. For
individuals A and B, the sequences from samples A1 to A3 or
B1 to B3 maintained a low mean intrasample genetic distance:
0.0009 (A1), 0.0131 (A2), 0.0089 (A3), and 0.0014 (B1), 0.0054
(B2), 0.0046 (B3), respectively. The sequences found in the
samples from individual C displayed a greater intrasample
distance with late sample (C3 [collected 34 months after C1])
documenting a sharp increase (0.0214). An additional
intrasample parameter evaluated in this study was the
proportaion of nonsynonymous substitutions per potential
nonsynonymous site (dn) and synonymous substitutions per
potential synonymous site (ds);It is showed in Figure 4 that ds
values in the E1 region are lower than ones in E2/HVR1 at the
samples from all individuals. There is the trend, observed
during serial passages in three individuals, toward higher
intersample dn/ds ratios in the E2/HVR1 than in E1, although

C group:

171
GCSFSIFLLALLSCLTTPASAYEVRNVSGIYHVTNDCSNSSIVYEAADLIMHTPGCVPCVREGNSSRCWVALTPTLAARNATIPTATVRRHVDLLVG
------------------------------------------------V-------------S------------------S-----I---------
------------------------H-S--A------------------M-------------N-----------------SS-----I---------
------------------------H-S--A------------------M-------------N-----------------SS-----I---------
-----------------------------V------------------I-------M-----D-I---------------ISV--T-I---------
-----------------------------V------------------I-------T-------I---------------ISV--T-I---------

AAAFSSAMYVGDLCGSVFLVSQLFTFSPRRYETIQDCNCSIYPGHVTGHRMAWDMMMNWSPTTALVVSQLLRIPQAVMDMVVGAHWGVLAGLAYYAM
T---C--------------I----------H--V------------S--------------------------------------------------
----C----------------------------V----------------------------A-I--------------I-------I---------
----C----------------------------V----------------------------A-I--------------I-------I---------
T---C-------------------------H--V------------S---------------A----------------------------------
T---C-------------------------H--V------------S---------------A----------------------------------

               E1 384 E2
VGNWAKVLIVMLLFAGVDGDTYASGGAQGRSTLGFTSLFTPGASQKIQLINTNGSWHINRTALNCNDSLNTGFLAALFYTHRFNASGCAERMASCRP
A------------------N------VV--Q-S-L----SV----------------------------K-------------------G-------
-------------------N-H-T--QSAQI-R--V------PT-------------------------K---I-------K--S------------
-------------------N-H-T--QSAKL-R--V------PT-------------------------K---I-------K--S------------
-------------------T-HVT--T-A--AHIL-F-T-V-P------V-------------------K------------------P--------
-------------------T-HVT----AH-AHTLM-F--V-P------V-------------------K------------------P--------
                              HVR1

                                               511
IDTFDQGWGPITYTEPDSSDQRPYCWHYAPRKCGIVPASEVCGPVYCFT (C1.1)
--K---------------P-----------KP----------------- (C1.2)
--E---------H-V-NI-------------P-------Q--------- (C2.1)
--E---------H-V-NI-------------P-------Q--------- (C2.2)
----------------NNP------------P---E---K--------- (C3.1)
----------------N-P------------P---E---K--------- (C3.2)

Figure 3  Alignment of inferred amino acid sequences for the majority clonotype and each clonotype from each subjects A, B, F at
different time points. In the last column, an alphabetical label is given for each subject. Period indicate identity to the amino acid
at that position in the first sequence. Position of the E1 and E2 region are in dicated above the alignment, whereas that of HVR1 is
indicated below the alignment at the N terminus of E2. potential N-linked glycosylation site are boxed. For each subject, numbers
indicate the different clones obtained.
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intersample dn/ds ratio were less than 1.0 with except for
individual C (Figure 4). These data principally document that
(i) early sequences have a low genetic divergence (oligoclonal
profile), (ii) the dynamics and extent of the host selective
pressure may differ among different individuals with different
HCV genotypes, (iii) there are segmental effects of selective
pressure on the envelope region of HCV genome.

DISCUSSION
Sequence analysis of cDNA clones derived from PCR products
from individual patients has provided important information
on the genetic variability of HCV HVR1 [22-29]. However, taking
into account the quasispecies nature of HCV infection and the
marked heterogeneity of patients with chronic HCV infection,
sequence analysis of a large number of clones would be
necessary for accurate assessment of viral evolution in
individuals, but because of the effort and expense, published
studies obtain sequence information from a small number of
colonies per subject. To overcome this potentially serious
limitation, HDA and SSCP assays have been developed and
proposed as means of reducing sequence analyses [30-32].
Electrophoretic analysis of SSCP has been more expedient,
but its sensitivity (ability to identify distinct clones) is limited
and it does not provide an estimate of genetic distance [33,34].
Heteroduplex analysis (HDA) is also convenient and provides
information on both genetic complexity and distance [35-43].
However, HDA alone may not be sufficiently sensitive.
Because the HVR1 PCR product is less than 200 base, the
distance between heteroduplexes and homoduplex does not
accurately reflect the degree of heterogeneity [30]. Our approach
is a method for measuring HCV quasispecies complexity that
combines HDA and SSCP in a single gel visualized with UV
light. Furthermore, we repeated studies using a larger region
in the exposed portion of the envelope 2 gene. Similar
sensitivity to the HVR1 has been shown. The method was
sensitive and specific for detecting clonotypes, and the number
of clonotypes detected correlated strongly with sequence
diversity when 33 cloned cDNA are assessed [15].
      Artifactual ‘minor’quasispecies can result from Taq
polymerase-derived errors introduced during amplification[21] or
from selection during amplification and cloning procedures[44].
In this study, PCR artifacts have been minimized by the use of
thermostable polymerases with proofreading function;
selection phenomena are not also considered, because the
cloning efficiency is very high (>90 %) and defective sequences
(deletion or stop codons) are not detected. It is important that
the variability of the E1 and E2/HVR1 sequences in each
sample was limited to segregating polymorphisms, suggesting
that the nucleotide substitutions in these sequences are
spontaneous mutations.
      The current study principally document that low
quasispecies complexity and intrasample genetic divergence
was observed in the first samples collected from these three
individuals, before a specific humoral immune response was
elicited, or soon after antibody production, suggests that in its
early phase HCV infection may be an oligoclonal event. Despite
the vulnerability of IDUs to HCV multiple transmission
through a variety of unknown routes, we found on evidence of
mixed HCV genotype infection, neither did we find higher
quasispecies complexity or genetic distance values in the first
samples from the IDU compared to the blood donor (do not
shown). Sequencing of inserted E1 and E2/HVR1 clones
derived from all three subjects shows that variation in
sequences of the minority variants involved single-nucleotide

substitutions from majority variant, accounting for the tight
clustering of sequences seen in a dendrogram. These data are
consistent with quasispecies evolution from a single HCV
founder strain and again point to the rarity of multiple HCV
carriage in IDUs [45]. Meanwhile, We note that there were
differences in quasispecies complexity and diversity in the
circulation before and early after the appearance of antibody.
In individual A with subtype-3b infection, there was only a
single change in the E2/HVR1 region in the first sample (before
seroconversion), and the variants that subsequently emerged
possessed more changes suggesting that these and the dominant
variant belong to one monophyletic group. By contrast, there
was multple substitution in the E2/HVR1 region in the first
sample (early after seroconversion) from individual C with
subtype-1b infection. Such a disparity in genetic complexity
of HCV in samples at the acute stage of infection has been
noted in a previous study of three patients with acute hepatitis
C [23]. Data from our study suggest that difference in viral
quasispecies complexity and diversity in early samples could
be due to a variety of factors, including whether effective
humoral responses or cellular responses have been triggered,
or possibly the subtype. However, it is possible that mixed
infections are in fact common but that one subtype prevails
and the other becomes undetectable. It would be feasible to
apple the HAD+SSCP procedure to larger numbers of serum
samples to confirm the absence or paucity of multiple infection
in IDUs or patient subgroup. This confirmation would imply
that vaccination programs employing live, attenuated HCV
vaccines might be more effective in preventing primary HCV
infections than inactived, subunit, or epitope vaccines would be.
      From a mechanistic perspective, variation with the HCV
genome is assumed to be caused by random mutation and
selection of variants which are most fit to propagate in a given
host [46,47]. Generally, synonymous changes are often thought
to represent a molecular clock, independent of external pressure
and expected to occur at a rate proportional to the organism’s
reproductive rate, Whereas nonsynonymous changes are
selected by immune pressure [47]. The results shown in Figure
4 are the trend, pronounced in most of samples, toward lower
ds values in the E1 than in the 5’ portion of E2. Lower ds
values in the 5’ half of E1 than in a 3’ segment of E2 have
been detailed in recent studies [24,51,52]. Lower ds values may
indicate that E1 region has some constraints on synonymous
variation, such as RNA secondary structure or binding sites
for factors that regulate replication or translation. However,
In protein-coding regions, multiple forces affect the balance
between fixation of silent (synonymous) mutations versus those
that alter amino acid sequence (nonsynonymous ). In the
present study, HVR1 variation during 6-8 months of infection
did not reveal a common pattern of increasing diversity within
each subject, though later sequences did diverge from earlier
ones, indicating the action of selective forces. In addition, there
is the trend, also pronounced in a longitudinal study of three
subjects each, toward higher dn/ds ratios (as a surrogate
indicator for immune pressure) in the E2/HVR1 than in E1.
These results suggest that selective pressure acts differently
on different genomic regions. Since the high mutation rate
within the hypervariable regions of HCV E2 or the V loops Of
HIV gp120 could be explained by the fact that these regions
are free of structural constraints, a role for the HVR1 of HCV
(and other viruses) as decoy antigen has recently been
proposed, stimulating a strong immune response so that a early
response to a highly immunogenic region might suppress or
delay the response to other less-dominant epitopes, resulting
in a diversion of the immune response away from more-
conserved regions [48-50], but in some cases, is ineffective for
viral clearance [51].
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      In conclusion, HDA+SSCP assay facilitates rapid and
reliable assessment of HCV quasispecies diversity. Combined
with nucleotide-sequencing procedure, it provides evidence
that different dynamics of quasispecies evolution is associated
with viral features and its fitness for individual environments.
Mutations of actively replicating virus arise stochastically with
certain functional constaints. In a longitudinal study of three
subjects, HVR1 variation during the first 8 months of infection
did not reveal a common pattern of increasing diversity within
each subject, though later sequences did diverge from earlier
one. We were unable to identify an envelope sequence motif
that predicts the outcome of primary infection.
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